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TOGETHER COLORADO
2020 CIVIC ENGAGEMENT SUMMARY

We organize to advance human dignity in Colorado communities.

Together Colorado is a non-partisan, multi-racial, multi-faith community organization
comprised of 220 congregations, schools, clergy and faith leaders across the state and a
member of Faith in Action with 1,000 religious congregations in more than 200 cities and
towns through its 45 local and state federations.

TOGETHER COLORADO

SUMMARY
Whether we are Black or white, native or newcomer,
Latino or Asian, we know that, for democracy to work
for all of us, it must include us all. During the 2020 Civic
Engagement season, we organized with our leaders
and faith leaders for fair taxes, paid family and medical
leave, and to get out the vote in Colorado.
For too long, certain politicians and organized business
interests defeated paid family medical leave in the
legislature, forcing individuals and families to choose
between prioritizing family and a much-needed
paycheck. This year, we became the first state to pass
paid family and medical leave through a ballot
measure. We made the way for our families and
communities, and now, paid family and medical leave
will be a reality in Colorado!
This year has made one thing abundantly clear, we are
in this together. Our state’s strength is grounded in our
ability to work together so all Coloradans can live a
good life. No matter our race, religion, immigration or
economic status, we all want similar things for our
families and loved ones: safety, health, a roof over our
heads, the opportunity to provide a bright future for
our children, or the ability to retire in dignity.
We're so grateful for our powerful leaders, faith
leaders and partner organizations. Our sustained
collective efforts place us further on the path for
human dignity for all Coloradans - Black, brown, white,
native or newcomer - no exceptions.

ONE PERSON, ONE ACT AT A TIME, LINKED TOGETHER, CREATING THE
WORLD THAT WE KNOW IS POSSIBLE.
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TOGETHER COLORADO
2020 CIVIC ENGAGEMENT NUMBERS
Total Reach (all outreach methods):
1,225,794
Total Confirmed Voter Reach: 862,467
Total Digital Impressions (How many
times our content was shown online):
2,577,428
Total Unique Volunteers: 244
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"WE SHALL NOT BE MOVED FROM OUR STANCE OF SPEAKING UP AND
SPEAKING OUT."
- LEE MCNEIL, TOGETHER COLORADO BOARD PRESIDENT
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PAID MEDICAL AND FAMILY LEAVE
Together Colorado, along with our partners, organized
to pass Proposition 118: Paid Medical and Family Leave
with various voter education and persuasion efforts
including peer-to-peer texting, literature drops, digital
advertising, and congregation outreach. View some of
our outreach materials.
The doorhanger to the
left was a piece of
literature that Together
Colorado Leaders and our
partners dropped at the
doors of 18,000+ voters in
Colorado Springs, Grand
Junction, Metro Denver,
Pueblo and Boulder and
Larimer counties. This
race-class narrative
language was used in all
our outreach efforts.

PROP 118 OUTREACH
1,462,642
Total Digital Impressions
(How many times our content
was shown online)

459,116
Total Voter Reach
(Digital Ads, Peer-to-Peer Text,
Literature Drops)

177,004
Total Peer-to-Peer Texts Sent

We created original video content and social posts to
educate our neighbors about the importance of Paid
Medical and Family Leave.
This video reached 264,112 people and was shown
973,301 times. We designed messaging that received
over 1.4 million impressions (how many times our content
was shown online) from our graphics, videos, and social
media posts. Watch the video.

Together, we made history.
Colorado became the first state to pass paid family and medical leave through a ballot
measure. We made the way for our families and communities and now paid family and medical
leave will be a reality in Colorado.
This huge milestone proves that we can do great things for one another when we organize
together to make change, make our voices heard, and vote for our collective future.
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NO ON PROPOSITIONS 116 AND 117
Together Colorado organized a voter education and persuasion campaign with peer-to-peer
texting, literature drops, digital advertising, and congregation outreach, encouraging voters to
vote "No" on Propositions 116 and 117, two harmful ballot measures that reduce public
revenue to fund critical services. View all of our 2020 No on Propositions 116 and 117
resources.
This year, we created video content
to educate our neighbors about
Props 116 and 117.
This video reached 76,704 people
and was shown 202,954 times.
Watch the video.

PROP 116 & 117 OUTREACH
202,954
Total Digital Impressions
(How many times our content
was shown online)

162,261
Total Voter Reach
(Digital Ads, Peer-to-Peer Text,
Literature Drops)

67,557
Total Peer-to-Peer Texts Sent
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VOTER MOBILIZATION/GOTV
Whether we are Black or white, Native or newcomer, Latino or Asian, we know that for democracy to work
for all of us, it must include us all.
Together Colorado staff and leaders organized together to share videos, volunteer for literature drop shifts,
participate in text banking, and gather signatures in an effort to mobilize and inform voters. Our faith leaders
led the way by creating faith-based materials to "get out the vote," including bulletin announcements,
reflections, ballot blessings, resources for teaching and preaching, and more. View our 2020 Faith Leader
Election Resources. View our 2020 Voter Mobilization Resources.

VOTER
MOBILIZATION

Together, we dropped get-out-the-vote literature
at the doors of 18,000 voters and texted over
500,000 voters about the importance of being a
voter during this election season. Our "Be a

647,417

Voter" video received 882,452 impressions and

Total Reach
(Digital Ads, Peerto-Peer Text,
Literature Drops)

reached 258,944 likely and high-potential voters.
Watch the video.

347,878
Our Boulder County Faith Leaders filmed
this video, reminding us that, by joining
together across race and place to vote
our faith and our values, we deliver our
voices and vote for an America where
everyone counts, no exceptions.
Watch the video.

Our "Vote Your Faith" video received 29,380 impressions and reached 15,595 voters.

Total texts sent
for voter
mobilization

990,225
Total Impressions
(How many times
our content was
shown online)

POST-ELECTION PRESS CONFERENCE
We gathered together for a Post-Election Press Conference:
Love and Justice Are Bigger Than This Moment to ensure
every vote was counted. We held space to remind one
another that we will continue to push toward the beloved
community so that human dignity is placed at the center of
public life.
We created this video, summarizing our time together at
the post-election press conference. Our live stream of the
event reached more than 1,700 people.
Watch the video. Watch the full press conference.
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THE ROAD AHEAD
We face a moment in history when the narrative about our government, economy, and
democracy is at a tipping point. It is both an opportunity and a threat. The threat is that wellfunded interests are very clear in their desire to “return to normal". However, the twin
pandemics of COVID-19 and racism, have made it clear that “normal” never worked for Black,
brown, indigenous, and poor communities. We are at a critical juncture in our history and there
is a once in a lifetime opportunity to organize and align to build lasting power.
In 2021 and beyond, we will continue to organize our communities and lobby our legislature for
a safe and affordable home for all, a transformed justice system that reckons with and undoes
its role in upholding racism and white supremacy, justice for our immigrant communities,
equitable healthcare for all, and for a state where all Coloradans can make a dignified living.
There is much work to do, and we will continue to push toward the beloved community to
ensure that human dignity is placed at the center of public life.

Rooted in our sacred traditions, we work together to move from fear to liberation, from violence to life,
from isolation to beloved community, so that our thoughts, words and actions place human dignity and
care for creation at the center of public life.
One person, one act at a time, linked together, creating the world that we know is possible.

